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Application: Automated driving systems DARPA Urban Challenge [1] [2] [3] [4] Observer motion problem From image motion, compute:
• Observer translation (T x T y T z )
• Observer rotation (R x R y R z )
• Depth at every location Z(x,y) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] Human perception of heading Longuet-Higgins & Prazdny
• Along a depth discontinuity, velocity differences depend only on observer translation
• Velocity differences point to the focus of expansion [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] Rieger & Lawton's algorithm
• At each image location, compute distribution of velocity differences within neighborhood
• Find points with strongly oriented distribution, compute dominant direction Appearance of sample distributions:
• Compute focus of expansion from intersection of dominant directions
